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Thursday, May 9, 2024

Satellite Collective's Tribeca Show 2024 presents the NYC Premiere of

BODYSONNET’S "please come alone”

Company: Satellite Collective
Venue: Satellite Tribeca
Location: New York, NY

Satellite Collective's Tribeca Show 2024 at Satellite Gallery, 101 Reade Street, Tribeca, NYC from May 9 - 21, 2024 with two weekends of
premieres and events from artists across all disciplines and new prints, projections, film and photography from featured artists Kevin Draper
and Lora Robertson. For more information, as well as ticketing and registration, visit https://satellitecollective.org/.

 

Thursday, May 9, 7:00 - 8:00 pm

SITE SPECIFIC DANCE

NYC Premiere of BODYSONNET’S "please come alone”

(Tickets $20) Ticket link: https://secure.givelively.org/event/satellite-collective-inc/satellite-tribeca/satellite-tribeca-bodysonnet-presents-
please-come-alone

 

From creator-performers Moscelyne ParkeHarrison and Mio Ishikawa of BODYSONNET, “please come

alone" is a series of solo dance performances exploring what it means to be alone, and to come together. In the piece, performers participate
in exercises to explore their artistic and narrative values as they devise movement solos. Each performer’s process will culminate in a twenty-
minute movement score that shares the same music score and includes movement references to the other solo. The soloists rehearse apart
from each other, thus experiencing each other's work for the first time in performance.

The work was originally performed in The Berkshires, MA in June 2021, and workshopped further with MFA drama students at Yale University
in winter 2021 with Dramaturg Hannah Gellman.

 

Satellite Collective's Tribeca Show 2024 is designed to foster intimate moments in a classic New York gallery space. In addition to new prints
and projections from featured artist Kevin Draper and new film and photography by featured artist Lora Robertson, the Tribeca Show will
consist of two busy weekends of new music, dance, discussion, and visual art, and film presented by Satellite Collective. Satellite Collective's
Tribeca Show 2024 will include direct art experience with panels, performances, visual art, screenings, and a view into how creativity informs
collaboration.

 

Program:

For “Festival” ticket giving access to multiple events use this link:

https://secure.givelively.org/event/satellite-collective-inc/satellite-tribeca/satellite-tribeca-2024

(individual event tickets below with program)

 

About BODYSONNET

Founded in 2019, BODYSONNET is a collective of contemporary dance makers and performers committed to making work in non-traditional
spaces. To create highly collaborative work, BODYSONNET employs horizontal working practices and considers every artist in the room equal
parts dancer and creator.

 

BODYSONNET has presented more than twenty original works for site specific locations, film, and fixed mediums in The Berkshires (MA),
Cologne (Germany), The Hudson Valley, New York City, San Francisco, Northwest Arkansas, and online. BODYSONNET has received grant
awards from notable organizations including Adobe, New England Foundation for the Arts, and MassCultural Council. BODYSONNET is led by
three core members, Mio Ishikawa (NYC), Sean Lammer (Cologne, Germany), and Moscelyne ParkeHarrison (San Francisco), and involves
numerous collaborators. This year the collective is celebrating Season 5 with performances and community centered workshops in New York
and San Francisco.

 

About Satellite Collective

Satellite Collective formed in 2010, with members of the New York City Ballet, visual artists, writers, and composers from across the country.
Since then, Satellite has produced fourteen seasons of multi-disciplinary work in New York City with an imposing cross section of the city’s
young talent. Satellite has evolved since its inception, spinning off several dance and arts nonprofits, while growing programs in financial
services and professional development, designed by, led, and supported by artists.

 

Satellite incubates artists collaborating as equals. The company designs performances, arts exchanges, and publications that bring talented
artists from all disciplines to work together. Satellite Collective is New York based, with regional studies on Lake Michigan, in the Pacific
Northwest, and participating artists from around the world.
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Satellite Collective
101 Reade St New York, NY 10013 
New York, NY, 10013
6467654773
https://satellitecollective.org/

Schedule
May 9, 2024: 7:00pm

 

For this innovation and commitment the Borough of Brooklyn awarded Satellite Collective a Citation for Achievement in the Arts for “building
a sustainable creative, financial, and collaborative model that can generate new visions for dance, multimedia, music and poetry.” The citation
goes on to note that the company has “added to the awe-inspiring cultural landscape of our Borough and beyond.”

For more info, visit satellitecollective.org
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